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Classification problems.

let X be a collection of mathematical objects (say, Riemann surfaces,
measure-pres. automorphism, (F-algebras, ...) and let to be

an equivaleve relation on x (e.g. isomorphism). A classification

problem is to understand the objects in x up
to the eqair.

re). E. Ideally, we would like to have a "reasonable" assignment
ment. 2: X- IP (or some other nice space, e.g. 2)
AI such that Ex. x2*X

-MUMAo x,Ex(=)h(x) =h(xz).clanes
-

Objects arising in analytic subjects, sub

X
i as analysis, differential grout, harmonic

IR analysis, dynamics (measurable, topological,
smooth, operados ulgehas ((*, von Newmana), and functional
analysis, can often be encoded into a Polish space, i.e. X

is Polich. For exagle, we already saw not *(Co,17")
and FCIDN) can be thought of as the Polish spaces
of compact separable spaces as of Polish spaces, resp.



Moreover, the eye. E that we care about are most

often analytic (as subsets of XP because they are defined

using an existential quantifier over a Polich followed by
something Boel. As for the assignmenth, one can always
use axiom of choice to pick a point from each class

and get a desired function to IR by cardinality conside

rations. Demanding to be continuous is too much beer

then building a way be obstructed by the top. On X which

has nothing he do with the complexity of the clarification

problem, i.e. he complexity of E. So we demand he he

be Bone

Bef. An eye. E on a stand. Borel spare X is called

concretely clarifiable (or smooth if 5 Borel reduction

u of E to equality in on Is Laquir any other

unctl st. Borel space), i.e. 5 b: X -> IRs.t. NxyxetX;
xExxc=)h(x) =h(xz).

In other words, he descends to an embedding
*EcsIR.



More generally, solving a clarification problem Eon X
means to understand the "Borel cardinality" of x/Es
i.e. we say IP/E E(/M), where is stands for Bone,
if 5 Bowel map b:X-4 that descends to an

injection X/ECS YYF. In particularfor E on X,
XE may larger Borel cardinalite Man X.

Def. We say let an eye. E on a st. Boel X is Bowl reduc
cible to an egore. For a st.BorY, if 5 Borel reduction

h of E to F, ie.5 b: X -> Y st. NxyxetX,
xExxc=>h(x)Fh(x2).

In other words, he descends to an embedding
*ECSYIF. We devote this by EEBF.

the study of Boral reducibility of analytic ego el

has become its own subject that provides clanification
and anti-clanification results to the aforementioned

areas of math. This happened in the last 30 years,
initiated is Alexander Kechris, A. Lorean, Greg Hjorth,
and others.



Note that if Eon X is smooth then E is Borel

(as a subset of XY: E= T (A), where AIR: diagonal
ah(x,x1):= Ch(x,l,h(xc), so is Boxel.
This "means" but here is a cthl algorithm st. given x,*2*X,
determines whether x. EX2. In fact, we can take a

sequence of yes/no Boel questions not. K. Exz iff

*a X2's answers to these questions are the same:

Prop. Eon X is smooth 17 Boel sets (questions
QueX sit. VxyXeEX,X a,a

xEXcC=> En(x,tQu(=>Xz(Q) .Qu
as Proof. CF. We define a Bode reduction of E

0. to FIN bg: x I (din1 here

Q2 an = = 7ifxON. Indeda

then (an= (a(n (=> x. EX2.

=>suppose & Borel reduction b: X- 2' of E to N.

Notice Qi=h"((8 +4...*100..T).



Examples of smooth eyel

(a) Isomorphism of fine gen. abelyps. Firstly, we encode all

ctbl yps with the underlying set IN into a Polich

space as follows: a group
" on N is a structure

(N. c) where is a binary op, satisfying some

exious.Duplacing by its graph, i.e. a termary
relation R. EINS, we get a relational structure

(N,R.), so i can be decoded from R.. R.CG*3
of those R..2***) It satisfy he group axious
from a closed set. Thus, OpLIN is a compact Polish

space. The sparedof for gen. abel up form a I'
subset of Cp(IN), hence it's a st. Bowel space.
We now from algebra that every fin, gew.cb.sp p
is icon. To a sp of the form ["x (n.ab.sp)
Turns out that the rap P+(m, kiabyp) is

Bowl, vitursing the swoolness of the icon.el. on

FCAG.=4M*
(b) Let Mn(D) be the (Polich) space of all now complex
notices. Let a denote the similarity of matrices, i.e.



matrices A-B:<=> A, B are conjugate

is df, v is anintoare
analytic

letting JCA) denote the Jordan canonical bone ofA,
we know from linals. Not Ar BC=> J (A) = J(B),
Again, one can show at the

map A+JCA is

Borel, withening the shoallness (hence also Boxelon
of e.

Prop. Let t be an eye on a Polich X. If E is

generically eg. (i.e. Evinu. Bowel sets are reager or

comeager and each E-clan is meager, then E

is nonsmooth. Similarly, if E is a-egodic
& each Erclan is soul, or son Boel

measure ( on X, Moen E is conswood.

Proof. To prove bold at once, call meagerIwill sets small.

Suppose E is smooth, 10 5 Bowl h:X -> I'

si. UxyXutX,
xExn(xh(x) =h(x),



i.e. he is constant on each E-clans, in particular,
↓"(B) in Einvariant Bonel, for each B:ZN.

Thus, h(B) is small or cosmall. Call anse2<IN

X heavy if h(<s)) is cosmall. It s is

neary ten E (unique) is 30.1 sit. Si"Are heavy. Start with 8, which is hears

OLN
of chase it down to xEZIN, following

the heavy child. But (x) = 1 (x1n]
n

so h"(x) =14(9x1n]) is cosmall, but
n

↳"(x) is at most one Erchen, Mich is

small, a contradition.

Exapes. E(@TIR is translation), irrational rotation
are mouswood. So is to on 2 defined by
xFoy <=) Vex(u) =3(2) (eventual quality).

Note hot if to EBE, then E is also wonswood

Cotherwise, composition would withen smoother of Eo).
Turns out, this is the only obstruction to smoothness

for Bowl ey el



Ho-dichotomy (Kechris-HarringtonLourean). For any Bone
eye. E on a St. Bowel X

either E is swood, i.e. E tx =21. Movahinte
2)
Io BE. *I (Boul)

This shows Mt Fo is the minimum element
among

wonsworth Bowel egovel. This dich generalizes earlier
tums of Glimn al Effeos, so it is referred us
the generalized Glimm-Effros dichotomy.
the original proof of his dichotomy uses effective

descriptive theory, i.e. a fierlop. on X that
cones from Turing machines.


